Anticancer medicines in development: assessment of bioactivity profiles within the National Cancer Institute anticancer screening data.
We present an analysis of current anticancer compounds that are in phase I, II, or III clinical trials and their structural analogues that have been screened in the National Cancer Institute (NCI) anticancer screening program. Bioactivity profiles, measured across the NCI 60 cell lines, were examined for a correspondence between the type of cancer proposed for clinical testing and selective sensitivity to appropriately matched tumor subpanels in the NCI screen. These results find strongest support for using the NCI anticancer screen to select analogue compounds with selective sensitivity to the leukemia, colon, central nervous system, melanoma, and ovarian panels, but not for renal, prostate, and breast panels. These results are extended to applications of two-dimensional structural features to further refine compound selections based on tumor panel sensitivity obtained from tumor screening results.